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Underwater drones The ultimate angling aid: a fishing drone A new gadget to go after the one that got away Jan 14th 2017 - THE ECONOMIST MOST pastimes nowadays involve lots of high-tech gadgets. For fishermen these range from electronic bite alarms to carbon-fibre rods, specialised clothing and tackle boxes stuffed with various odd and ends. There is so much clobber that some anglers use trolleys to lug around their gear. Now the ultimate piece of kit has arrived: a fishing drone. The device, called PowerRay, comes from PowerVision, a dronemaker in Beijing. It is a submersible that carries a video camera to send images of Neptune’s kingdom back to the angler on the bank or boat above. These pictures, either still or video, can be viewed on the screen of the hand-held unit that controls the drone, or on a smartphone. Those who really want to get into the swim can don a pair of virtual-reality goggles to watch them.



PowerRay is equipped with a fish detector. This uses sonar, sending out sound waves and picking up the reflections that bounce off nearby objects. PowerVision claims that the system can distinguish between species, permitting the angler to identify the target he wants. The drone can then be used to carry a baited hook to the spot, and let it go. Just for good measure, it can also emit an alluring hue of blue light which is supposed to attract fish. The PowerRay caused something of a buzz among excitable geeks at CES, a consumerelectronics show held in Las Vegas, where it was unveiled this week. But most failed to spot something. Flying drones communicate using radio waves, but, whereas sound travels well in water, radio waves do not—especially through seawater, which is highly conductive and thus readily absorbs radio signals. This is why submarines usually need to surface to use their radios. The clue to how PowerRay gets around this problem can be found in a suspicious-looking plug socket amidships. The drone has, in fact, to be tethered to its operator by plugging in a 30-metre-long umbilical cord. PowerVision explains that this cord serves two purposes. One is to cope with the “challenging transmission environment”, by relaying commands and video data through the cable. The other is rescue, for if a big fish came along and snatched the bait the drone was carrying, the device might be dragged down to Davy Jones’s locker. The cord lets the angler haul the drone in manually, with or without the offending whopper still holding on. The company hopes to offer future versions of the PowerRay without a cord, probably using lowfrequency systems which could provide limited range in fresh water. These would be intended for underwater photography. For the fishermen, it is also looking at how to deliver a baited hook directly to a specific destination on the river bed or sea floor, and then settle down to keep a watch over it. Anglers will thus have direct video evidence of the one that got away.
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